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SIGMA PSHA: Introduction / history
 Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is a fundamental tool in assessing
seismic hazards which has been commonly applied to support the definition of the
seismic hazard design spectra for conventional building code and critical facilities
•
•

One of the key issues in the application is to develop input models that adequately capture the epistemic and aleatory
uncertainties.
On the other hand, these uncertainties can lead to divergent opinions among the experts and there is a need to improve the
knowledge and practice. Better characterization and more stable uncertainty estimation could indeed provide input for the
updating of regulations.

 In January 2011, an industrial consortium composed of the French electric power
utility (EDF), the French company AREVA, the Italian electricity company ENEL
(Ente Nazionale per l'Energia eLettrica), and the French Atomic Energy Commission
(CEA) launched an international research and development program SIGMA.
•
•

SIGMA (SeIsmic Ground Motion Assessment, http://www.projet-sigma.com) lasted for 5 years and involved a large number of
international institutions.
The main objective of the research program was to improve knowledge on data, methods and tools to better quantify
uncertainties in seismic hazard estimates, and to establish a framework to be used in the future to produce stable and robust
hazard estimates.

 This paper presents an overview of some of the main operational achievements
conducted in the framework of the SIGMA project.
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Developing a parametric EQ catalogue for
historical period – WP1
 Objectives - Develop a parametric EQ catalogue for the historical period
• Mw moment magnitude, hypocentral depth and related uncertainties
• Reduced uncertainties related to magnitude conversion in PSHA

 Intensity attenuation model calibrated in Mw, accounting for regional attenuation
properties
• I = C1 + C2 MW + β Log10R + γREGION R

 Take advantage of most up-to-date Mw & depth metadata
• SiHex (Cara et al., 2015);
• Early instrumental EQ (Benjumea et al., 2015)
• Scientific publications

 Update of French part of SHEEC EQ catalogue (NERIES-NA4)
• Stucchi et al., 2013; Baumont and Scotti, 2011
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Empirical Macroseismic Prediction
Equations (EMPE) for France-Italy
NumEvt

Dc[km]

Ic[MSK]

NClass

Mw

ErrMw

DD

MM

YYYY

NAME

40109

60

3.0

10

5.2

0.3

5

4

1959

UBAYE-(ST-PAUL)
EMBRUNAIS-(ST-CLEMENT)

50043

60

4.0

6

4.9

0.4

19

3

1935

130057

40

5.0

7

5.8

0.3

11

6

1909

TREVARESSE-(LAMBESC)

130118

50

3.0

7

3.6

0.2

19

2

1984

BASSE-PROVENCE-(MIMET)

170079

200

4.0

7

5.2

0.3

7

9

1972

ILE-D'OLERON

250038

150

3.0

6

4.4

0.2

23

2

2004

JURA-(S.-BAUME-LES-DAMES)

290030

170

4.0

7

5.4

0.4

2

1

1959

CORNOUAILLE-(MELGVEN)

310037

50

3.0

7

4.2

0.4

4

10

1999

HAUT-COMMINGES-(CIERP)

380070

60

3.0

10

5.4

0.3

25

4

1962

VERCORS-(CORRENCON-EN-VERCORS)

380075

40

3.0

9

4.6

0.2

25

4

1963

VERCORS-(MONTEYNARD)

SisFrance by BRGM/EDF/IRSN

DBMI 11 (Locati et al., 2011) &
CPTI 11 (Rovida et al., 2011)
(Baumont and Scotti, 2008)

(Mayor et al., 2015; Gasperini, 2001)
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Within- and between-event residuals

Overall no significant trend in residuals
Valid over a wide range of distance and
intensity

I = C1 + C2 MW + β Log10R + γREGION R
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Magnitude-depth estimates based on
IDPs

Shallow, Mw ~3.5, EQ in
Provence (SE France) used as
calibration event
SisFrance data and epicenter metadata
Good consistency between grid-search
and maximum likelihood solutions
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Magnitude-depth estimates based on
IDPs

Shallow, Mw ~5.7, EQ in
Provence (SE France) not used
as calibration event
SisFrance data and epicenter metadata
Good consistency between grid-search
and maximum likelihood solutions
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Intermediate Conclusions and
Perspectives
 RESULTS

• Regionally dependent EMPEs, scaled on wide Mw range
• Epistemic uncertainties extensively characterized
• Consistency between Mw-depth estimates using the “felt area” (and Io)
and isoseismal radii => Implications for events located at sea or in the
neighboring countries
 MID-TERM PERSPECTIVES

• Supplement the calibration event dataset with dataset from broader areas
(neighbor events))
• Need better constraints on depths to limit uncertainties on intensity
attenuation
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Improving V&V procedures of Numerical
Seismic Hazard Tools
 Objectives - Improve the V&V of the SHA tools
• Reliable seismic hazard assessment is one of the major
safety issues for existing and new build sites in the Nuclear
Industry, where regulatory requirements became more
stringent after the catastrophic Fukushima accident.

 Supplement the procedure defined by Thomas et al.
(2010) at long return periods
•

SHA-ToolBox is a FORTRAN-90 suites that allows to perform
PSHA calculations using complex logic-trees. For validating our
ToolBox, we conducted the verification tests proposed by
Thomas et al. (2010) which testifies the good performance of
the software.

• In addition to the PEER tests, up-to-date analytical solutions
have recently been developed for validating key elements
including a set of complex volume and fault model
geometries
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Improving V&V procedures of
Numerical Seismic Hazard Tools
Analytical seismic hazard solutions were
developed for a suite of volume and fault
model geometries. Several distance metrics
were tested (R, D and RJB).
At this stage, only vertical faults were
accounted for. The strike and fault locations
can be arbitrary chosen.

CASE_11

CASE_7

A set of alternative Mmin, Mmax, a and b
values, slip-rates parameters were defined
for each source. To evaluate the numerical
robustness of the SHA-ToolBox, several
combinations of parameters were tested as
well as various parametric settings of the
PSHA calculations.

Results are consistent with the
analytical solutions down to very
small probabilities of exceedance
provided that numerical meshes
are chosen appropriately.
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Ground motion models
(WP2)
•

Motivation
–

relevant epistemic uncertainties in the GMC for SHA in France. Some works on testing for small Mw
but not much data ;

–

Challenging because of the moderate-to-low magnitude of the recorded events

•

Objective: develop ground motion models for the French area of interest.

•

Empirical ground motion model (Ameri, 2014)

•

–

it includes a relevant number of French data and it considers regional differences in source
stress-parameter as observed in France;

–

French small-magnitude events are supplemented with larger events in the European region

Stochastic ground motion model Drouet & Cotton(2015)
–

A set of stochastically simulated data has been built for south east France. Stochastic GMPEs
are regressed based on these data;

–

Comparison with recorded data seems to support the variable stress parameter model with a
“plateau” value of 10 Mpa
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Empirical GMPE
• We derived an empirical GMPE based on RESORCE 2013
database which is “adapted” to the French context
meaning that (1) it includes a relevant number of French
data and (2) it considers regional differences in source
stress-parameter as observed in France (and Switzerland);
• The stress parameter model allows to adjust the median
ground motion to account for regional stress-parameter
variations and to use such information into PSHA GM logic
tree.
• We haven’t found any regional dependence of ground
motion attenuation with distance in the French data. But
we did not consider anelastic attenuation;
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Stochastic GMPE

•
•
•

•

A set of stochastically simulated data has been built for south east France
Stochastic GMPEs are regressed based on these data
Comparison with recorded data seems to support the variable stress
parameter model with a “plateau” value of 10 Mpa => further adjustment of
the “plateau” value may lead to even better results
Due to the sensitivity to the site amplification term, the site model may be
revisited:
–
–

•

•
•

Update the generic profiles
randomly vary the velocity profiles instead of the resulting amplifications

A posteriori inversion of FAS using simulated data are in progress. Further
tests to check the trade-off between stress parameter and kappa during the
inversion process
Apply the same method to other regions in France
Toward path- and site-specific simulations
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Mmax, insights from the Bayesian
approach
• Mmax represent a significant epistemic uncertainty in SHA. Need
for development of alternative models for Mmax;
o Expert-opinion dependent. Perception can evolve over time
o Conservatism vs best estimates
• Mmax affects hazard curves at low probability of exceedance
• Common strategies based on:
o Geological evidences (scaling laws)
o MMAX_OBS (EQ catalog - PaleoEQ)
o Statistics on seismotectonic analogs (worldwide – regional
scales) – Bayesian approach (EPRI,1994)
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Mmax, insights from the Bayesian
approach
• EPRI (1994) prior distributions developped for application in Central Eastern US (CEUS) using SCR
regions EQ data
• Bayesian approach applied in several nuclear projects (Pegasos, Thyspunt, CEUS-SSC).
• For an application in metropolitan France, necessary to develop prior MMAX distributions
accounting for European contexts (low and active seismicity area)
• Need for a large scale seismotectonic scheme and EQ catalog – SHARE project (Giardini et al,
2013)
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SIGMA PSHA: Introduction / history
 At the beginning of SIGMA (2011-2012) an initial PSHA was conducted in order to
develop a reference model :
• Represent the current state of practice in the industry
• Inputs to further measure the improvements achieved in the course of the project by the
WPs (comparison before/after Sigma)
• Maps & hazard curves & response spectra at 20 selected sites

 A detailed sensitivity study performed in 2014 to assess the impact of some
outcomes of the Project (GMPEs, instrumental catalogue, activity parameters,
seismogenic depth) and to test alternative hypotheses (Mmax, smoothed seismicity)
 The final PSHA model is developed in order to integrate the contributions from
SIGMA WPs and the improvements in the SHA methods since the beginning of
Sigma.
 A Working Group was formed to guide the development of the new model including
three advisors (J.Savy, E.Faccioli, A. Pecker): work plan, HID and LT weighting
review.
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SIGMA PSHA: Lessons and perspectives

 New data and coherent methodology to conduct future PSHA
•
•
•
•
•

New EQ catalogue (Sihex already included, Historical not yet)
New set of GMPEs among which 2 adapted to the French context
Rational rather than subjective approach for the definition of Mmax
Provide the regional model for site-specific assessments
QA introduced at each step of the process (Work plan, HID, V&V software)

 Usefulness of sensitivity analyses all along the project
• Identification of main hazard contributors
• Identify and focus R&D activities on key issues
• Rational for branch trimming and/or weights assignment

 Short term perspectives
• Better understand the results (disaggregation, tornado plots)
• Promote closer interface between WP1 and WP4 : Fault model not yet fully mature
for complete application in France southern ¼
• Worth making a comparative PSHA with French and Italian models, developed
completely independently
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